
SUMMARISE AND DISCUSS THE PRESENTATIONS OF

Most importantly the essay will look at the medical treatment and the role of medicine in the biopsychosocial perspective
to address mental health issues. The two newspaper articles argue anxiety and depression are becoming very common
mental health problems in the population of.

Therefore huge numbers of people are seeking the services of counsellors or perhaps therapists eventually in
their lives Barker ain al,  Right time? This is why depression is often referred to as "the common cold of
mental illness. That is regarded as a fashion label associated with a medical condition amongst the middle
classes, highly successful well off women and celebrities Street-Porter,  His theory concentrates on the
unconscious psyche and develops an insight into problems that often stem from childhood. While not being
diagnosed or certainly not wanting a diagnosis meant that a person was somehow in charge of their own
thoughts and well- being. It helped you build a tall and stable tower. Biliography Barker, M. Most
significantly the essay will look with the medical treatment plus the role of medicine in the biopsychosocial
perspective to deal with mental medical issues. While not being diagnosed or not wanting a diagnosis meant
that a person was somehow responsible for their own emotions and well- being. However there is
disagreement regarding the conceptual distinction between diagnosis and formulation Pilgrim,  Therefore huge
numbers of people are seeking the services of counsellors or therapists at some point in their lives Barker et al,
 It is a common perception in both newspaper articles Metro, 7 March and The Guardian, 11 June that the
numbers of medicated cases of anxiety and depression have increased dramatically over the last ten years;
with six in ten of us having faced some form of mental distress in our lives. A person is diagnosed with
anxiety or clinical depression after meeting the criteria of symptoms in The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, first published in , and revised several times before the most recent version in  Briefly
summarize the primary points of the presentation. For example: This simple structure allows you to refresh the
memory of your audience periodically. TMA 01 Summarise and discuss the presentations of mental health in
the two newspaper articles given in Appendix 1. Mental disorders are genetically determined diseases of the
nervous system. Thus diagnostic words of anxiety and depression are used Excerpt 1, challenging diagnostic
labelling Barker et al,  Depression figures are continuingly rising in the UK and around the world in fact.
Therefore going through feelings of fear and sadness are generally normal and appropriate reactions to life
incidents. The two newspaper articles argue anxiety and depression are becoming very common mental health
problems in the population of the UK. By categorizing people, are we feeding stigmas or are we making it ok
to be emotionally different from others? The theory of formalisation is fundamentally used today to determine
different diagnosis associated with Emil Kraepelin that established: 1. Therefore if the drug is effective the
psychology and the social context the psychological intervention alter the brain and social context, thereby
affecting the biology of the brain without the drug Toates,  Notes drugs concentrate on the biology of the head
relevant to the psychopharmacology used. It could be argued it is, infact, adding to the problem of an over
diagnosed society. While not being diagnosed or not wanting a diagnosis meant that a person was somehow
responsible for their own emotions and well- being. That is why we put together 45 different types of
PowerPoint Quiz templates in a pack. It will also discuss contributing factors for these perceptions such as: the
diagnostic system in place for mental disorders, reduced stigma by means of medicalisation, and finally recent
psychotherapeutical methods employed to treat depression and anxiety holistically. So, constantly referring to
your earlier segments is a useful practice. Whilst the use of antidepressants has risen by more than a quarter in
just three years in England The Guardian,  Taking into account research figures with regards to the magazine
articles by simply David Batty The Mom or dad, and Janet Street-porter Daily Postal mail,  The early
dogmatic views of biological and psychoanalytical psychiatry have been replaced with a happy medium; the
biopsychosocial perspective views mental health as a complex interplay of a range of factors. While there is a
general consensus about the rise in these medicated disorders, there are disputes over the cause. Related
Essays. Mental disorders are separate, naturally occurring categories 3. A study of Mental disorders are
separate, naturally occurring categories 3. The two newspaper articles or blog posts argue panic and major
depression are becoming very common mental health conditions in the inhabitants of the UK.


